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Section  I 

Q.1: Note [Objective questions papers were collected back by examiner after the 
examination.] Total numbers of objective question were asked- 30 Nos. (01 Marks 
each) Total of 30 Marks. 

 
 
Q.2(a) : Explain when and how chemical cleaning of boiler is carried out? 
 
Answer : Chemical cleaning being carried out during commissioning of any boiler 
otherwise it is being done whenever any boiler running in very poor boiler water quality 
by which scale has been formed inside the tube. Higher temperature of boiler exit is the 
indication of scale formation inside the boiler tubes. 
Chemical cleaning process : The boiler chemical cleaning process sequence is as 
follows :  
1. Water flushing  
2. Alkali circulation  
3. Cleaning  
4. Water flushing after alkali circulation cleaning  
5. Hydrochloride acid circulation cleaning  
6. Water flushing  
7. Rinsing and Passivation. 
For detailed process ,kindly refer the solution of CG BOE-2014 Paper-2(Q.4-iii) 
 
Q.2(b) : What are the methods adopted for boiler preservation when boiler is kept 
Non working for a longer period? 
 
Answer :  
Boiler preservation : It is process when putting the boiler idle/stopped condition for non-
operational condition for short/long period. There are two methods of boiler preservation 
for during boiler shutdown :  
1. Wet preservation : The wet system is used when Boiler is to be placed on stand by for 
short period (usually less than one month) of time or when the unit may be required on 
short notice.  

2. Dry preservation : The dry system is used when a unit is out of service for extended 
periods(usually more than one month). 
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Dry preservation [Boiler preservation for a longer period] : For dry storage the boiler 
must be cleaned properly and dried thoroughly, since the moisture may cause corrosion 
of metal surfaces. Precaution must be taken to prevent entry of moisture in any form, 
from steam, feed and air lines. For this intent moisture assimilating material such as 
quick lime at the rate of 0.9 kg (2 lb) or silica gel at the rate of 4.5 kg (10 lb) for 4546 
litres (1,000 gallons) capacity, should be placed on trays inside the boiler shells or drums 
to absorb moisture from the air. The manholes should then be closed and all 
connections on boilers tightly banked. The serviceability of the materials for such 
purposes and their replacement may be judged through regular internal boiler 
inspections. Alternatively, dried air may be circulated through the boiler.  
 
Q.2© : How many and what are the critical water quality parameters to be 
monitored in running high pressure boiler? Specify the limits of each with respect 
to your boiler. 
 
Answer :  
Boiler water parameters recommended in High Pressure Boiler: 
 

Boiler drum pressure in kg/cm2 60 80 100 120 130 & above 

Electrical conductivity 
micro mhos/cm at 25 °C 

<300 <200 <100 <50 <50 

Total solids in ppm <125 <75 <50 <20 <15 

pH at 25 °C 10.0 ~10.5 9.8 ~10.2 9.8~10.2 
 

9.4 ~ 9.7 9.4 ~ 9.7 

Total silica as SiO2 in ppm <5 <3 <1.8 <1.0 <0.5(< 0.3 
above 

130Kg/Cm2 

Phosphate (PO4 
ppm ) 

7.0 ~ 11.0 5.0 ~ 
10.0 

5.0 ~ 
10.0 

3.0 ~ 6.0 3.0 ~ 6.0 

Chloride (NaCl 
ppm ) 

<5 <5 <3 <3 <2 

Phenolpthalene alkalinity 
(CaCO3 ppm ) 

<25 <15 <10 <5 <3 

 
Q.2(d) : What different element contribute for achieving better boiler efficiency and 
how same will be achieved in day to day boiler operation? 
 
Answer :  The various energy efficiency opportunities in boiler systems can be related to 
combustion, heat transfer, avoidable losses, high auxiliary power consumption, water 
quality, and blowdown, and are discussed below. 

1. Reduce excess air : To minimize escape of heat through flue gases, reducing 
excess air (the air quantity over and above the theoretical amount needed for 
combustion) is one of the most important methods of improving boiler efficiency. 

2. Perfect combustion is achieved when all the fuel is burned using only the 
theoretical amount of air, but perfect combustion can rarely be achieved in practice. 
3. Good/complete combustion is achieved when all the fuel is burned using the 

minimal amount of excess air (over and above the theoretical amount of air 
needed to burn the fuel). Complete combustion with minimum excess air is  
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always our goal since heat losses due to high excess air in flue gases are 
unaffordable and unacceptable from the point of view of efficiency. 

4. Incomplete combustion occurs when all the fuel is not completely burned 
and escapes as CO in flue gases or as un-burnts in refuse, both of which result in 
higher losses and low efficiency. 
5. Flue gas analysis of combustion is important as it helps to achieve efficient 
combustion conditions by excess air control and reduction of CO in flue gases. 

 
Q.2 ( e ) : What are the metallurgy selection procedure for Pressure parts of 
Boiler? 
 
Answer : Factors to be considered in designing a boiler, boiler layout, pressure part 
arrangement, pressure and temperature drops across the boiler - temperature control 
methods, High temperature properties (Hot yield, creep) of steel and design criteria for 
ascertaining permissible stress and maximum temperature for use of each grade of steel 
- Design calculation to ascertain maximum working pressure of parts, tubes exposed to 
hot gases connecting pipes, headers, pipes and drums, ligament efficiency, method of 
compensation for opening, method of attachment of tubes and branch pipes , 
Longitudinal Stress, bending moment etc., weld coefficient has to be considered.  
  
Q.3 : What are the causes, effect, and remedial measures taken by a Boiler 
Operation Engineer for below abnormalities when a Boiler is running on full load. 
1. Boiler Bed coil failure in FBC Boiler. 
2. Super-heater Tube Failure. 
3. Economizer Tube Failure. 
4. Furnace Pressure High. 
5. Power Failure. 
 
Answer :  

Abnormalities arises 
in Boiler 

Causes Effect Remedial measures 

1. Boiler Bed coil 
failure in FBC Boiler 

Overheating of tubes 
bed coil. 

Bulging of bed coil 
tubes.  

Maintain bed temperature within 
range 850-925*C. 

2. Super-heater 
Tube Failure. 

Drum safety valve 
lifting instead of 
Super-heater O/L line 
safety valve 

Starvation of super-
heater tubes 

Super-heater safety valve set 
pressure must be lower than 
drum safety valve. 

3. Economizer Tube 
Failure. 

1. Higher velocity of 
flue gas. 
2. Feed water eco 
inlet temp low. 

1. Erosion in 
economizer tubes. 
2. Cold corrosion. 

1. Desired draught has to be 
maintained. 
2. Desired deaerator feed water 
temperature has to be 
maintained. 

4. Furnace Pressure 
High. 

Improper induced 
draft. 

Explosion  Ensure desired balance draught 
in furnace. 

5. Power Failure. Plant tripped due to  
low drum level. 

Thermal shock in 
boiler tubes. 

Ensure healthy drum level in 
boiler to avoid boiler tripping 
which is lead to turbine tripping 
finally failure of power. 
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Q. 4(a) : Explain what are the methods used for online and offline cleaning of soot 
in Boilers? 
 
Answer :  
Sonic soot blowers(Offline) :  The sonic soot blower can in some ways be compared 
to a musical reed instrument such as an oboe, where the ‘base tone’ is created by 
blowing air over a reed and then converting this ‘base tone’ into a particular high or low 
note, depending on how far the sound wave has to travel along inside the body of the 
instrument. The sonic soot blower operates in the same manner, the ‘base tone’ being 
produced by passing compressed air into a wave generator which houses a titanium 
diaphragm causing it to oscillate rapidly.  
Steam Soot Blowing(Online) procedures : Following important steps are followed 
during soot blowing :  
1. Open the isolation valve of soot blowing steam line.  

2. Open the drain valve of this line to drain out condensate, if any. Allow steam to flow 
for some time through these valves to increase the temperature of that line.  

3. Put the control valve of the line in auto mode to get 10kg/cm2 to 12kg/cm2 pressure.  

4. Check all retractable blowers are in withdrawn position.  

5. Increase the draft a little higher.  

6. Start the sequence. Blowing is started one by one. In case of manual system, start 
blowing one by one in the direction of flue gas flow.  

7. After the completion of blowing sequence, bring back the draft to the normal and close 
the steam isolation valve.  
 
Q.4(b) : Explain Principle appliance and method to control particulate matters form 
chimney emission? 
 
Answer : Principle of ESP(Electrostatic Precipitator) operation:  
# High DC –ve potential is applied to discharge electrode with respect to grounded 
collecting plate.  
# Above di-electric strength, the break-down of medium takes place.  
# Discharge of free electrons from emitting electrode which move towards collecting 
plates.  
# Ionize gas molecule & charges dust particle negatively.  
# These negatively charged dust particles moves towards collecting plate, gets collected 
& loose their charge. 
 
Q.4© : Describe how Chimney height and area will effect on efficient Boiler 
Combustion and what will be Minimum height of Chimney required as per 
Pollution Control Board Norms? 
 
Answer :  Chimney creates natural draught which is the draft system in which suction of 
combustion air is created with the natural effect of height of the chimney without any 
external aid. Drawl of hot gases is effected by creation of negative pressure inside the 
furnace by the density difference between the column of hot gases and the column of 
atmospheric air. The hot gases are lighter because of higher temperature, whereas the 
atmospheric air is heavier, and hence the movement of hot gases takes place upwards 
continuously. Atmospheric air enters the combustion zone, while the hot gases are 
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sucked out and discharged through the chimney. Hotter the flue gas, lighter it becomes, 
but the atmospheric air almost remain constant, without any significant variation. Hence 
higher the temperature of the flue gas at entry to chimney better is the draught effect in 
the furnace. The height of the chimney also matters in creating the draft effect. If the 
chimney height is more, better draught will be induced due to high difference in weight of 
column of hot flue gas inside the chimney and the cold column of atmospheric air outside 
the chimney. When the created draft effect is high inside furnace, more combustion air 
will be induced into the furnace, assisting in improved combustion of fuel. 

 
 
Q.4(d) : Explain the Instruments and Controls used in Boiler for achieving fuel 
economy and Boiler efficiency improvement? 
 
Answer :  
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Combustion Control with Oxygen trimming : Based on master demand signal for 
loading and unloading of the boiler, the signal is the set point of each controller of fuel, 
the signal ratio distribution among all fuel controllers is decided by the boiler operator, as 
per the availability of different fuels. Each controller of fuel changes the rate of fuel flow. 
The same master signal becomes set point of airflow controller. The trimming of excess 
oxygen in flue gas is brought down through Oxygen controller. The amount of Excess Air 
V/s Boiler Load pattern is different for each boiler manufacture. This graph is fed into 
excess oxygen controller. Hence based on various load conditions the excess oxygen is 
controlled by oxygen control by generating its output to make set point of airflow 
controller. Hence during change over of boiler load the master signal give command to 
(1) Fuel Controller and (2) Airflow Controller. During ‘increasing’ trend of Boiler Load, Air 
Flow is increased first and after actual increase of Air Flow the  Fuel Flow is increased. 
This is done for assuring that sufficient air in furnace is available before injection of extra 
quantity of fuel. Similarly when the boiler load is decreasing the fuel is decreased first 
and Air Flow reduced later. This control system has been designed by introducing feed 
back /feed forward or lead-lag net after master signal. 
 
Q.4 ( e ) : Explain Internal and External Economizer. How the bypass arrangement 
given? Why and in which case economizer recirculation arrangement is provided? 
 
Answer :  
External Economizer : Sometimes with the certain weather conditions the cool of 
outdoor air can be used to cover the cooling loads. The heat transfer between outdoor 
and indoor air may be carried out directly like a direct air-side economizers or indirectly 
like water-side with the help of water and indirect air-side economizers with air. The main 
feature is the use of the cooling power of outdoor air instead of the mechanical cooling 
for the de-crease of power consumption of the chiller system.  

 
Internal Economizer : In the simple systems there is no separation of liquid or gas in 
the circuit. Also the flow of working fluid has no division. The system has ordinary 
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composition and all volume of the refrigerant passes through all parts like evaporator, 
compressor, con-denser and throttling device. But there is another way, when the 
system is designed so, that possibility of phase separation or flow division exists. In the 
first case, the part of gas or liquid may be separated in two-phase part of circuit. 
According to this, the phase ratio and properties of working flow changes. In other case 
the flow of the refrigerant divides and then there is a place where flows with different 
temperatures are mixed. Both cases have an effect on the efficiency of the system. On 
these two principles the internal economizer systems are based. So such systems have 
better efficiency and lower energy consumption compared to simple systems.  
 
Procedure to be adopted in putting an Economizer out of Service while the boiler 
is on steam : Economizer tubes should be designed to withstand maximum attainable 
flue gas temperature when dry. This features, plus an economizer feed water bypass 
loop, allows the boiler to operate safely when the economizer is out of service. To 
maintain the economizer clean, adequately sized access doors should be specified to 
allow regular inspections, maintenance and repairs.  
If it become necessary to keep the economizer in non-working conditions (for a month or 
more) then it is always preferable to keep it dry. For dry storage, the economizer should 
drained, cleaned and dried. Hygroscopic deposits should be thoroughly cleaned with a 
high pressure water spray to prevent fire side corrosion during shutdown.  
If the down time is small, wet storage is suitable. For wet storage , the economizer 
should be filled to the normal water level with treated and dearated feed water. An 
appropriate dosage of N2H4(Hydrazine) and NH2 and Sodium sulphite should be added 
to the feed water and boiler for one hour before supplying to the economizer. 
 
Q.5 : Write difference of following : 
a) Pulverized Fired Boiler Vs CFBC Boiler. 
b) Boiler Preventive Maintenance Vs Annual Maintenance. 
c) Priming/Foaming Vs Water Hammering. 
d) Boiler Gas Firing System Vs Oil Firing System. 
e) Sub-Critical Boiler Vs Supercritical Boiler. 
 
Answer :  
 

a) PC(Pulverized Coal) Fired Boiler Vs CFBC(Circulating fluidized bed combustion) 

Boiler : Circulating Fluidized Bed combustion is a comparatively new technology that 

has given boiler and power plant operators a greater flexibility in burning a wide range of 

fuels. Whereas Most of the coal fired power plants use the Pulverized Coal (PC) firing 

technology. The technology is proven and is in use for nearly a century. Advances over 

the years have improved the efficiency of combustion, reliability and reduced emissions.  

The emerging technology of Circulating Fluidized Bed (CFB) combustion is different in 

many ways from PC combustion. The key differences are listed below. 

1. PC firing utilises coal ground to a very fine powder sprayed into the furnace for 

combustion. Whereas CFBC uses coal crushed to sizes of around 3 to 6 mm. 

The time energy and facility required to crush coal is much lesser than 

pulverizing coal. 
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2. PC firing uses around 30 % of the combustion air as high pressure primary air for 

drying and transporting fuel. Whereas CFBC uses higher pressure primary air 

which is 60 % of the combustion air for fluidizing. The total air for combustion and 

the balanced draught system is the same in both the systems. 

3. The furnace and the cyclones in the CFBC boilers are subject to a lot of erosion 

due to the circulation of particles like ash and sand. To prevent this erosion a thin 

layer of refractory covers the lower half of the furnace, upper transition areas and 

the cyclone. Whereas PC fired boilers do not have refractory covering on the 

furnace tubes or other heat transfer areas. 

4. In a PC boiler a Flue Gas Desulphurisation unit is required for the reduction of 

Sulphur Dioxide. Whereas in CFBC boiler limestone addition in the furnace 

reduces the Sulphur Dioxide during combustion itself. This requires only a simple 

limestone storage and handling unit. 

5. In PC boilers around 15 % of ash collects at the bottom of the furnace and the 

balance in the ESP(electro-static precipitators). Whereas In CFBC boilers the 

collection at the bottom is almost 50 % lessening the load on the ESP. 
 

 
b) Boiler Preventive Maintenance Vs Annual Maintenance : 

Boiler Preventive Maintenance : Major preventive maintenance as follows : 

1. If the system is closed-loop, installing meters in the system helps detect leaks. 

2. Blowing down routinely without overdoing it. Excessive blow-down wastes water, 

chemicals and energy. Where possible, install an automatic surface conductivity 

blowdown system to accurately control TDS while optimizing energy recovery. 

3. Checking the boiler's chemical make-up routinely. 

4. Inspecting steam traps and steam lines routinely for leaks. 

5. Tuning boilers regularly to optimize performance. Optimal boiler performance 

correlate strongly with reduced wear on components. 

6. Checking insulation on piping and storage tanks. 

7. Cleaning and inspecting water and fire tubes regularly to reduce scaling. 

8. Checking safeties, including primary and auxiliary low-water cutoffs, gauge glass, 

pressure controls, scanners, and pressure switches. 
 
Boiler Annual Maintenance : In addition to preventive maintenance the following 
annual maintenance may be envisaged:  

1. Clean fire and water sides thoroughly and offer boiler for statutory inspection and 
hydraulic test, after applying to Boiler Inspectorate well in advance.  

2. Repair rear and front doors and ducting leading to chimney. Clean the chimney 
and ducting internally and externally and apply paint.  

3.  Overhaul all auxiliaries, blowers, fans etc.  
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4. Overhaul electric motors and test their insulation.  

5. Replace refractory and baffles if necessary.  

6. Overhaul and clean feed water, oil service tanks, and softening plant vessels. 

7. Clean the internal heating surfaces of a boiler by chemical process.  

 
c) Priming/Foaming Vs Water Hammering : 

 
Priming : Priming is the sudden discharge of water with steam from the boiler. It is just 
like the bumping of water that repeatedly accompanies rapid heating on a open vessel.  
Priming is caused due to following reasons:  
1. Improper designing of boiler.  

2. Improper method of firing.  

3. Overloading of boiler.  

4. Sudden change in load.  

5. Combination of two or more above factors at same instant.  
Priming can be reduced by following ways :  
(i) By installation of steam purifiers.  

(ii) Lowering water level in boiler drum.  

(iii) Maintain constant load (Avoid pulsating steam demand).  
 
Foaming : Foaming is the formation of small and stable bubbles into the boiler water.  
Foaming is caused due to following reasons :  
1. Higher percentage of dissolved solid.  

2. Excessive alkalinity.  

3. Presence of oil in boiler water.  
Higher concentration of solids form small size of steam bubbles. This type of bubbles are 
much more stable in nature , do not burst easily. The foaming contaminates the steam 
with desired amount of boiler water which contains the corrosive salts.  
 

Carryover /Water Hammering : Boiler water solids are also carried over in the moisture 
mixed with steam even when there is no indication of either priming or foaming. This 
type of process known as carryover. Carryover may be partly mechanical or partly 
chemical problem. Whereas mechanical causes as follows :  

(i) Boiler design.  

(ii) Higher water level in boiler drum.  

(iii) Overloading in boiler.  

(iv) Fluctuation in load on boilers.  

(v) Possibility of carryover will be more if steam storage space are too small in boiler 
drum.  
Normally steam from boiler carries 0.5 to 1.5% moisture in the form of mist or fog. In 
modern high pressure boiler carryover of moisture limited about 0.1%. 
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d) Boiler Gas Firing System Vs Oil Firing System : 
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e) Difference between Sub-Critical Boiler & Supercritical Boiler : 
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